Snake Criss-Cross
Nathan Curtis (acknowledgements to Craig Kasper)
Answers to the Criss-Cross clues are to be entered into the grid in ordinary criss-cross fashion, one
square per letter, reading across or down in a straight line. Answers to the Snake clues are to be
entered into the "snakes" indicated by thick lines in the grid, starting at either end of the snake. The
Criss-Cross and Snake clues are grouped by answer length and sorted alphabetically; you will need to
work back and forth between the two sets of clues to place the answers in the grid.
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Snake Criss-Cross (cont.)
(acknowledgements to Craig Kasper)
3 Letters
Farm ___
Title character of an '80s sitcom
Paul's singing partner, once
Supplied with nutrients
Miss
Word in Idaho's state nickname
Stoolie
Droop
Certain offspring
Discontinued color of M&M's
Cause of withheld wages
Place for some ashes
	
  
4 Letters
Part of a cathedral
Feature of the U.S. Capitol
Word before "win" or "fail"
At any time
Monty Python's Eric
Small amount
Workplace watchdog (abbr.)
Tom Brady's team, for short
Country whose capital comes
between Kilo and Mike
Frost, for one
Bring up
"The Biggest Little City in the
World"

5 Letters
1993 survival drama
Type of edible mushroom
Like some switches (hyph.)
Philosopher who founded the
Academy
Unit of stock
Digging tool
Common infection, for short
Good bargain
Yonder
6 Letters
Part of a flower
It may be cloth or disposable
Subject of a will
Animated film franchise (2 wds.)

Criss-Cross Clues
4 Letters (cont.)
Back talk
Harsh insult
Word in some hypotheticals
5 Letters
Early software release
Prepares with salt, perhaps
New Jersey athlete
Gung-ho
One of a select few
Anime genre featuring many
love interests
Intended
Many a European, in 100 CE
Hollow area
Concise
6 Letters
Floating without any means of
propulsion or steering
Like slalom, but not ski
jumping
Nickname for a famous cryptid
____ Space (1999 film)
Matched, like socks
Awakened
Sotomayor's predecessor on the
bench
Snake Clues
(6 Letters, cont.)
Young woman
Sort of average
Group of crows
Concluding letters
Played a trump card, in bridge
House mate?
Afternoon snooze
Nobel laureate Lech
7 Letters
Where you might find a
six-pack
Zoo occupants
Part of some transportation
routes (2 wds.)
Made of clay

6 Letters (cont.)
High
Group within a larger group
Leash
	
  
7 Letters	
  
Played the bongos, say	
  
Winter headwear
Gets free
Associated with the Square and
Compasses
Word on some recycling bins
Ability to keep going
Vessels for brewing
8 Letters
Red items on a balance sheet
9 Letters
Something children may be
asked to pay
11 Letters
Wall-mounted controllers
12 Letters
Baseball team named for a type
of snake

(7 Letters, cont.)
Connoisseur of fine food
What you pack when you're
packing
Demolish
Extremely demanding
8 Letters
The Godfather actor (2 wds.)
Able to read and write
Annoyance
9 Letters
Is glaringly obvious (2 wds.)
10 Letters
Classic passphrase (2 wds.)
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